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๏ Promise: measurable outcome 
๏ Difference: disrupt conventional thinking
๏ Is this for me?: relevant to them
๏ 3 main problems: core struggles
๏ Story: yours or client’s struggle
๏ Discovery: the secret solution you’ve found
๏ Interaction: ask their biggest frustration
๏ Stay: bonus for staying until the end

Grab immediate attention with specific currency, 
metric and timeline. Show why they should trust you, 
why this is different, simple and relevant to them, and 

why they should stay until the end!

This is the ultimate framework for an extremely engaging and effective webinar. If you follow this format, expect conversion rates of 
up to 10-30% (for live webinars). There are 6 main phases to captivate, educate and motivate your audience take action. Each 
bullet represents a “slide” in your webinar (use this along with my done-for-you slide template).

๏ Promise: measurable outcome
๏ Problems: 3 main obstacles
๏ Transformation: metaphor
๏ Model: show them a framework
๏ Steps: break it down (what not how)
๏ Proof: real results (yours or clients)
๏ Decision: the old way or new way?
๏ Ask: what's your #1 takeaway?

This is where you provide value and show 
them the three core steps required for 

success (what, not how). 

{3X
Make a natural transition from teaching to selling 
(the webinar shows what to do, your products or 

programs show how you can help them get results 
in their life or business).

๏ Review: 3 main problems (from > to)
๏ Seed: how will you get these results?
๏ Two options: DIY or with you
๏ Promise: your solution or program
๏ Takeaway - who it’s not for!
๏ Ask - can I show you how I can help?

๏ Product tour: feature and why it matters
๏ Value stack: list the real itemized value
๏ Normal price: show list price (on your site)
๏ Webinar price: should be 30-50% off
๏ Urgency: bonus to buy now (qty. or time)
๏ Call to action: logic and ROI analysis
๏ Guarantee: strong risk reversal policy
๏ Call to action: future pacing vs inaction

You need to sell your product. Don’t shy away from this 
simple truth. If you’re passionate about the results, it’s 

your role to motivate them to make a change!

EDUCATE

MOTIVATE!

๏ Welcome: Show them next steps
๏ Congratulate individuals by name
๏ Do a tour of product or process (screen)
๏ Re-sell the value: clear and simple
๏ Speed: show them their first win!
๏ Proof: examples of clients’ results

Welcome aboard new clients with a bang - show them 
the awesomeness that awaits! Show those on the fence 

why they shouldn’t miss out.

๏ Objections: relevant to me, achievable
๏ On the fence - address main concerns
๏ Restate offer and risk reversal
๏ Remind them of alternatives
๏ Challenge them to make a change 

This is often where you’ll get the most sales. 
Restate top objections as questions. Most people 

don’t buy because they don’t think it applies to them 
or believe they can achieve results.

WINNING WEBINAR TEMPLATE
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